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INTRODUCTION
Gravity plays an integral part in countless aspects of human behavior. When interpreting complex visual scenes, interacting with novel objects, walking around or simply reasoning about the physical world around us, we implicitly rely on gravitational cues to guide our decisions and actions. Gravity can be considered as a force acting both on the vestibular and proprioceptive systems, providing a constant reference to which we anchor our mental representations of the environment [1] . For instance, the perception of 'upright' is the result of integrating the direction of perceived gravity with an internal representation of the body's longitudinal axis and the orientation of the ambient visual world [2, 3] . Depriving individuals from a gravitational reference, as in space or parabolic flights, is therefore expected to alter their ability to function and rely on these mental representations [4] . Prior studies have indeed reported a wide range of debilitating effects in weightlessness affecting both sensorimotor [5] [6] [7] [8] and cognitive functions [9, 10] . Crucial abilities such as depth perception [11, 12] , visual recognition [13] , motor imagery [14] , estimation of body orientation [15] and mental rotation [16] have all been shown to be impaired. These deficits have raised serious concerns for future long-term manned missions, and have underlined the need for a better understanding and characterization of human performance under both short and long-term microgravity exposure [13, 17] .
During space missions, astronauts perform teleoperation tasks and cooperate with one another by relying on a mental representation of their surroundings. For instance, they may need to perform mental rotations to identify a desired tool floating amongst other objects, or they may need to mentally adopt a different perspective to visualize the equipment installed in a different cabin or assess the orientation of an instrument being remotely controlled. Furthermore, rather than simply adopting another spatial point of view (called primary or 1 st -person perspective; [18] ), astronauts may need to mentally adopt a team mate's point of view while performing a collaborative task. In this situation, a social component is added to the mental transformation, as it now relies on an interpretation of the other person's intentions [19] , and is referred to as a 3 rd -person perspective. Astronauts may encounter difficulties performing these types of transformation [20] when confronted with conflicting visual and vestibular information. In particular, the up-down orientation indicated by cabin interiors providing visual landmarks (allocentric reference) may differ from the one determined by the astronauts' longitudinal body-axis (egocentric reference) while they are floating in the cabin. Given how ubiquitous mental rotation and perspective-taking situations are in space operations, it appears essential to investigate the effects of weightlessness on these processes, particularly when visual landmarks and body-orientations differ.
Although the impact of weightlessness on spatial abilities has been extensively investigated, studies on the specific case of mental rotation and perspective-taking remain relatively limited (see [16] for a review). Early studies conducted on astronauts found that performance in mental rotation tasks was facilitated in microgravity [21] [22] [23] . Notably, improvements appeared more pronounced for rotations in the frontal plane, that is, when subjects were imagining objects rotating around their line of sight [22] . From a theoretical standpoint, the impact of microgravity on mental rotations were accounted for by the concept of motoric embodiment [24] , which postulates that spatial abilities involve a mental simulation of the actual movements necessary to perform a desired transformation [25, 26] . This view may explain why mental rotations in the frontal plane are facilitated in microgravity. Because these rotations correspond precisely to movements that are nearly impossible on Earth, but become conceivable in a weightless environment, the release of physical constraints on the mental simulation process in 0g may lead to a performance enhancement. In line with this interpretation, it has been shown that a complex visual background presented in different orientations affected the perceptual vertical less in microgravity than upright in normal gravity [27] .
Despite the theoretical and experimental support for a positive influence of microgravity on mental rotation abilities, conclusions have nevertheless remained highly nuanced. Later studies indeed contradicted the original results and found no evidence for an impact of weightlessness on mental rotations [28] [29] [30] , while others actually found a decline in performance [16, 31] . The reasons behind these conflicting findings are not entirely clear. One possibility is that they partly stem from variations in the experimental setup used to test mental rotation abilities [31] . Alternatively, the observed effects--or absence thereof--could also arise from non-specific factors characteristic of weightless environments such as stress, high workload, lack of sleep and physiological changes, that are not directly related to gravity [32] . In fact, it was previously suggested that facilitation or impairment in cognitive performance during weightlessness phases of parabolic flights compared to ground observations may be attributable to increased stress rather than weightlessness itself [13] . In that regard, [33] argued that in-flight stress effects could be controlled for by performing measurements on repetitive and consecutive periods of normal gravity and microgravity.
Yet another explanation for the contradicting findings relates to differences in strategy that subjects may have used to solve the tasks. Indeed, depending on the reference frames being manipulated, i.e, if subjects imagine themselves moving relative to the environment (egocentric) or imagine instead objects in the environment moving with respect to them (allocentric), performance characteristics including response times can differ [34, 35] . Moreover, there is evidence that egocentric transformations are more impacted by changes in vestibular inputs [36, 37] , including those induced by microgravity [29] , compared to allocentric transformations. Based on these observations, it was argued that the presence of a gravitational frame of reference might facilitate egocentric transformations [16] . Finally, the propensity of subjects to rely on or be distracted by visual cues during mental tasks [38] is known to vary across individuals [39] . This visual field dependency may modulate subjects' performance, especially in tasks requiring the processing of visual versus proprioceptive and vestibular information.
Besides controversial findings, methodological limitations have also contributed to opacifying the question of mental imagery in weightlessness. Prior studies have indeed been limited to simplistic stimuli, including abstract 3D objects [22, 28] used in classic spatial tasks [40] , drawings of whole body [31, 41] , body parts [31] , or faces [42] . Although these stimuli offered greater control over behavioral variables, the artificial nature of the tasks employed has precluded a full characterization of the impact of microgravity in a more realistic, operationally-relevant context. In particular, more complex mental transformations such as perspective-taking abilities involving more than one agent remain fully uncharacterized. This consideration is especially relevant in the prospect of future long-term missions likely to embark large teams of individuals who will have to coordinate complex tasks [17] .
In this study, we sought to examine the impact of microgravity on perspective-taking abilities. The main goal was to determine whether these transformations are degraded, facilitated, or unaffected in weightlessness. In contrast with prior studies, we addressed this question from an operational standpoint by considering a realistic paradigm meant to reproduce typical interactions among free-floating astronauts. Accordingly, we developed a novel experiment in virtual reality that required trained subjects to perform a complex cooperative task. The task crucially depended on subjects' ability to mentally project themselves in different locations and orientations inside a virtual spacecraft. Participants completed the task aboard a parabolic flight aircraft both in normal gravity conditions and under short-term microgravity. According to the motoric embodiment hypothesis, performance at the perspective-taking task was expected to improve in weightlessness, especially for rotations within the frontal plane (i.e., roll rotations), as a consequence of the release of physical constraints on the mental rotation processes. Alternatively, if perspective-taking normally benefits from the presence of a gravitational reference frame, performance was expected to drop in microgravity. The task included several control conditions allowing us to disentangle the impact of microgravity purely on the integration of visual landmarks and to control for other nonspecific factors inevitably introduced in parabolic flight studies. Finally, we also tested whether subjects' dependence on the visual field (i.e., their tendency to rely on visual cues to assess verticality) modulated the potential effects of microgravity on performance.
METHOD

Subjects
Twelve participants (all males, aged [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] took part in the study. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported no history of vestibular dysfunction. All had given their informed consent in accordance with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects had passed medical tests to qualify for the parabolic flights (i.e., equivalent of an Air Force Class III medical examination). All subjects had one prior experience of parabolic flights except for one participant who had participated in two prior parabolic flights. They all received a standard dose of scopolamine to prevent motion sickness. One subject became sick during the flight despite medication and was excluded from all the analyses. In addition to the main perspective-taking task, each subject completed a computerized version of the classic rod-and-frame test (RFT; [43] ) to assess visual field dependency. The main task and the RFT were implemented in Matlab 2014b (MathWorks, Natick, USA) and ran on a Dell Alienware Cassini 15 computer.
Experimental procedure
The parabolic flight campaign consisted of three flights operated on three successive days. Four participants and two experimenters boarded each flight. Every subject took part in three separate experimental sessions.
Preflight session: all subjects completed the RFT test on the first day of the campaign. After familiarization with the test material and the overall procedure, participants performed the main perspective-taking task aboard the aircraft (engine off).
Inflight session: on each flight, the aircraft performed a total of 30 parabolas each separated by at least a 2-min period of steady flight (Figure 1d ). One parabola consisted of a sequence of 1.8g-0g-1.8g periods, each period lasting 20 seconds. Every five parabolas were followed by a 5-min break in steady flight, extended to 8 min at mid-flight. During each half of the flight, two participants performed the perspective-taking task. For every subject, half the trials were done in microgravity conditions over 20-s periods (inflight 0g). The other half of the trials were done in 1g conditions over 20-s test periods alternating with 20-s rest periods during the 5-min breaks (inflight 1g). This strategy was used to match overall testing duration between 1g and 0g, and to mimic the interruptions between parabolas.
Postflight session: immediately upon landing, participants performed again the perspective-taking task aboard the aircraft (engine off) .
Perspective-taking task
Subjects were seated in a comfortable armchair and secured by footstraps and a 2-point lap seat belt. The straps and seat belt were kept slightly loose over the course of the experiment to reduce tactile and proprioceptive cues during 0g periods. Subjects were equipped with a virtual reality (VR) headset (Oculus Rift DK2), over-the-ear headphones (Sennheiser HD380 PRO), and a wireless mouse that they manipulated over a solid cardboard directly attached to their thigh ( Figure 1a ). Subjects were instructed to keep their head upright during the whole experiment to ensure that vestibular inputs were constant during 1g periods. In addition, the VR mode was set up such that the image displayed in the headset was stationary with respect to the retina. This guaranteed that the image seen by subjects was completely independent of head motion, which prevented them from solving the perspective-taking task by tilting their head.
Each trial of the experiment started with a fixation cross at the center of the VR display. Following a short delay, a scene depicting the interior of a spacecraft with a 4x4 rectangular shelf floating in the middle appeared on the screen (Figure 1b ). The scene covered the entire visual field of the subject to allow maximum VR immersion. On every trial, three identical objects (e.g., three bottles) were placed in individual compartments of the shelf. The location and nature of the objects was randomized on a trial-by-trial basis. After 1 second, an avatar portraying a colleague astronaut popped up either behind or in front of the shelf, in either an upright or tilted (45°) orientation. The exact location of the avatar with respect to the shelf was randomized across trials. The avatar was shown for 1 second before disappearing. Immediately after, a verbal instruction was played in the headphones instructing the participant to move one of the objects from one shelf compartment to another (e.g., "move the top bottle down"). The instruction was always given from the avatar's perspective. The subject's goal was to remember the position and orientation of the avatar, and interpret the instructed movement from the appropriate perspective. To respond, subjects had to drag-and-drop the identified object in the desired unit using the mouse. They received no feedback about the accuracy of their responses during the experiment. For each trial, we recorded both the response time (measured from the end of the verbal instruction to the release of the mouse click in the target compartment) and the accuracy of the movement performed (i.e., whether or not the object was moved in the appropriate compartment).
The avatar was only briefly presented (1s) before the instruction to ensure that subjects relied on a mental, as opposed to a purely visual strategy to solve the task. Reports from a pilot study indeed revealed that when the avatar is present throughout the duration of the trial, subjects often use it as a visual reference to determine the left/right and up/down directions. Removing the avatar also ensured that the only visual reference subjects could use was the shelf. The shelf itself was designed to have an inherent up-down polarity (diamond marker at the 'bottom' of the shelf), which served as an allocentric visual cue.
The main task was composed of 5 experimental conditions in which either the position/orientation of the avatar, and/or the orientation of the shelf were varied (Figure 1c ). In the no-persp condition, the avatar appeared upright in front of the shelf, the shelf was also upright. This condition engaged purely visual processes and did not require any mental transformation to be solved. In the no-tilt and shelf-tilt conditions, the avatar appeared upright behind the shelf, the shelf was respectively upright or tilted. These two conditions required subjects to mentally rotate themselves behind the shelf around the vertical axis (i.e., yaw rotation), regardless of the orientation of the shelf. Finally, in the avatar-tilt and both-tilt conditions, the avatar appeared tilted behind the shelf, the shelf was respectively upright or tilted in the same direction as the avatar. These two conditions required subjects to mentally rotate themselves around the vertical axis and within the frontal plane behind the shelf (i.e., yaw-roll rotation). The common tilt direction for the avatar and the shelf on the both-tilt condition was balanced across subjects (i.e., 45°clockwise for half the subjects, counterclockwise for the other half). The task originally contained a sixth condition in which the avatar and the shelf were tilted 45°in opposite directions, but this condition was not included in the analyses as we lacked the corresponding control condition where the avatar was upright and the shelf tilted 90° away from the vertical.
According to our working hypothesis, performance should be most affected in conditions engaging perspective-taking in a tilted orientation (i.e., roll rotation; avatar-tilt and both-tilt conditions). These conditions indeed correspond to situations where subjects need to mentally rotate themselves away from the gravity vector, so that the absence of a gravitational reference frame in 0g may influence, either negatively or positively, their performance. The shelf-tilt condition was critical in testing our hypothesis, since it served as a natural control for the avatar-tilt condition. Indeed, in these two conditions, the relative orientation of the avatar with respect to the shelf was identical. Consequently, should performance on the avatar-tilt condition--but not on the shelf-tilt condition--be affected in 0g, this would indicate that the impact on performance is not due to a trivial effect of visual incongruence between the shelf and the avatar orientation, but instead results specifically from the effects of microgravity on mental rotation processes.
Behavioral analysis
Preliminary analyses showed that response time distributions contained outliers. For each individual subject and condition, we systematically removed trials associated with response times that were 3 standard deviation above or below the mean. The mean and standard deviation were computed per subject and condition across all 3 sessions (preflight, inflight and postlight). Overall, less than 2% of the trials were identified as outliers and subsequently removed from the analyses.
For the extraction of 1g and 0g phases during the inflight session, we used acceleration parameters which were provided by Novespace (Merignac, France) and included gravity level (g-level) along the z-axis (floor-ceiling axis) at a millisecond resolution. The on-board time, which had been synchronized with the experiment computer CPU time, was used to attribute a g-level to every trial of the inflight session. By definition, a trial was considered to be performed in 0g if the g-level between the end of the instruction and the click release remained below 0.1g. With one parabola lasting about 20s, subjects typically completed 4 trials in 0g during each of these short periods. Trials performed during the periods of steady flight (after every 5 parabolas) were considered to be in 1g. For one subject, the main computer had to be restarted during one of the 1g periods. This subject completed the rest of their 1g trials after the very last parabola during steady flight.
Statistical analysis
We used Matlab 2017a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) to perform all the statistical analyses. Data were gathered in a matrix containing, for each condition along the first dimension and each subject along the second dimension, the average response time or success rate computed over~10 repetitions of the same condition. The number of repetitions per condition was slightly variable across subjects due to the outlier removal procedure and because subjects did not necessarily complete the same number of trials over the 15 parabolas. Given our relatively small sample size, we opted for non-parametric tests, i.e., Friedman test (equivalent of ANOVA with repeated measures) and Wilcoxon sign-rank tests for paired samples. All tests were two-tailed, unless specified otherwise. We considered p-values < 0.05 to be significant, unless post-hoc analyses with multiple comparisons were performed, in which case a Bonferroni correction was applied.
Rod-and-frame test
Subjects were seated in a complete dark room in front of a 17-cm computer display. A black cylinder placed between the subject and the screen formed an optical tunnel (distance subject-screen = 50 cm). One opening of the cylinder directly abutted the screen, while the other opening allowed subjects to rest their chin inside the tube. A black cloth covered the subject's head to remove any peripheral visual cues. Subjects were required to keep their head upright during the test. The test itself consisted of a pre-programmed sequence of 10 rod-only trials followed by 10 rod-and-frame trials. On rod-only trials, the rod (luminescent bar, 4 cm long) was positioned pseudo-randomly at an angle of +40°or -40°from the vertical. Subjects were required to rotate the rod using the computer mouse until it aligned with the subjectively perceived vertical. Subjects used the mouse click to confirm their response. On rod-and-frame trials, the frame was tilted 18°in a clockwise (+18°) or counter-clockwise (−18°) direction from the vertical. The rod was positioned at an angle of either +20°or −20° from the vertical. To eliminate potential biases and learning effects, the combinations of rod/frame orientation were presented in a randomized order. The entire test lasted about three minutes and was preceded by a single familiarization trial.
We applied the well-established method developed by [44] to quantify each subject's reliance on the visual field. According to this approach, performance at the rod-and-frame test can be reduced to 4 summary statistics. The constant error, μ, is the average (signed) deviation from the true vertical across all trials, regardless of frame or rod initial angle. The frame effect, φ, is the average deviation across all frame right-tilted trials (i.e., +18°), from which μ is subtracted. The rod starting position effect, ρ, is the average deviation across all rod initially right-tilted trials (i.e., +20°), from which μ is subtracted. Finally, the response consistency, σ, is the root-mean-square of the difference in deviation between same condition type, across all conditions. Following [44] , we assumed that these followed a t-distribution, and assessed significance by computing , where designates μ, φ or ρ. By definition, subjects who had φ significantly different from zero 2 t x = x σ √2 x were considered to be field-dependent. Subjects secured in a regular airplane seat were equipped with headphones, a VR headset, and a wireless mouse they manipulated over a solid cardboard directly attached to their thigh. b) Scene shown on the VR display on each trial. Following a brief (1s) appearance, the avatar representing a colleague astronaut instructs the subject through the headphone to move an object from one shelf compartment to another (illustrating by the speech bubble). After interpreting the desired movement, the subject uses the mouse to select the object and place it in the target compartment (dashed black arrow). c) In each of the 5 experimental conditions, the position/orientation of the avatar and/or the orientation of the shelf were manipulated to elicit different degrees of egocentric transformation (no rotation, yaw rotation and yaw-roll rotation). d) Sequence of parabolas for the inflight session. Subjects completed 0g trials (typically 3 or 4) during every 20-s parabola, each separated by a 2-min break. Every 5 parabolas were followed by a longer break (5 min) during which subjects completed 1g trials over alternating 20-s test/rest periods.
RESULTS
Performance on the ground
As an important initial step, we first analyzed performance on the ground to verify that the task engaged subjects cognitively. We used the data collected preflight (i.e., in normal gravity conditions) and assessed response time (RT) and success rate (SR) across experimental conditions. If the task requires subjects to perform own-body mental transformations with various degrees of difficulty, we should expect performance to vary between conditions. Accordingly, we found that the mean RT differed across condition type (non-parametric Friedman test with repeated measures, 2 (4)=19.85, p<0.001). In particular, we found that subjects were significantly slower when the avatar was tilted (avatar-tilt and both-tilt) compared to the no-tilt condition (Figure 2a ; Wilcoxon sign-rank tests with Bonferroni correction and adjusted significance level of p<0.005). Subjects were also slower when the shelf alone was tilted (shelf-tilt) compared to no-tilt condition, indicating that the presence of allocentric cues influenced the mental transformation process. The success rate, defined as the percentage of correct responses in each condition, also varied systematically across the 5 conditions (Friedman test, 2 (4)=29.56, p<0.001). Follow-up pairwise comparisons revealed that subjects made significantly more errors when the avatar was tilted (avatar-tilt and both-tilt) compared to the no-tilt condition (Figure 2b ; Wilcoxon sign-rank tests, p<0.005). These variations in performance both in terms of response time and success rate suggest that subjects engaged different cognitive processes across the 5 experimental conditions of the perspective-taking task. 
Effect of training: pre vs. postflight performance
Next we evaluated potential learning effects on subjects' performance. Indeed, because data were collected over 3 separate sessions, performance may have improved due to repeated exposure to the task. We therefore compared performance pre and postflight. We found that RT was faster postflight for all conditions (Wilcoxon sign-rank tests, two-tailed, p<0.05 for all conditions, Figure 3a) . By contrast, we did not find any systematic improvement in terms of success rate (Figure 3b ). Except for an increase in SR postflight in the no-persp condition (sign-rank test, p=0.008), success rates associated with all other conditions were similar pre and postflight. The drop in RT between pre and postflight could be due to two main factors. One possibility is that subjects progressively improved at the mental transformations required in the task. This interpretation, however, is at odds with the observation that success rates were virtually unchanged in all conditions that required perspective-taking. The fact that RT decreased by roughly the same amount (0.54s on average) in all conditions, including the no-persp condition which did not involve any mental operation, also makes this explanation unlikely. A more likely account for the improved performance is an increased familiarity with the response apparatus. Anecdotal reports indeed indicated that subjects took some time to get used to manipulating the wireless mouse over the cardboard attached to their thigh (Figure 1a ). If that is the case, we should expect the drop in RT to be independent of the condition type. Results indeed confirmed that the difference between pre and postflight mean RT did not vary significantly across conditions (Friedman test, 2 (4)=6.84, p=0.15). This strongly suggests that the likely source of faster performance postflight was a non-specific improvement in subjects' ability to use the response apparatus. 
Impact of inflight factors
Parabolic flights constitute a rather unusual setting for data collection: subjects are medicated (to alleviate motion sickness under altered gravity) and have to perform under stressful conditions, including high levels of noise and physical disturbances on the airplane. Although we had taken several measures to mitigate these nuisance factors (e.g., VR headset combined with over-the-ear headphones to isolate subjects from their environment), performance may still have been affected during the flight by parameters that were beyond our control. We evaluated whether subjects' performance inflight during 1g periods differed from their baseline collected on the ground. Based on our previous analysis showing a learning effect between pre and postflight, we used postflight data as 1g baseline. Results revealed no difference in RT or SR between ground and 1g inflight performance (Wilcoxon sign-rank tests, p>0.05 for all conditions; Figure 4 ). This indicated that performance was not significantly impacted by inflight factors, and we therefore combined inflight 1g data with postflight data in the following analyses to gain statistical power. 
Effect of microgravity on performance
To test our main hypothesis of an effect of microgravity on perspective-taking abilities, we next compared 1g data to data collected in 0g during parabolas. We expected performance to be most influenced by weightlessness in tilted perspective-taking conditions, corresponding to situations where subjects mentally rotate their perspective away from the gravitational vector (roll rotations). Consistent with our prediction, we observed a specific decrease in RT in both the avatar-tilt and both-tilt conditions (difference in mean RT between 0g and 1g: 0.24 and 0.30 s, respectively; Figure 5a ) but almost no difference in the no-persp, no-tilt and shelf-tilt conditions between 0g and 1g (difference in mean RT: -0.02, 0.02 and -0.02 s, respectively; Figure 5a ). Statistical analyses corroborated these observations, as RT was significantly faster in 0g compared to 1g when grouping conditions that involved tilted perspective-taking in the frontal plane (avatar-tilt and both-tilt conditions; Wilcoxon sign-rank test, p=0.02). By contrast, RT associated with no or yaw-only rotation (grouping no-persp, no-tilt and shelf-tilt conditions) was not affected by microgravity (sign-rank test, p=0.46). In terms of SR, we did not find any improvement or degradation in performance between 0g and 1g for the grouped tilted perspective-taking conditions or the grouped control conditions (sign-rank tests, p=0.71 and p=0.90, respectively; Figure 5b ). Together, these results indicate that subjects were faster, but as accurate in 0g compared to 1g in situations where they had to mentally project themselves in the frontal plane behind the shelf (yaw-roll rotation). The fact that this facilitation was not observed in control conditions requiring only a yaw rotation strongly suggest that the improved performance results from a specific effect of perceived gravity (or lack thereof in 0g) affecting roll rotation processes during perspective-taking. 
Interaction between visual field-dependence and microgravity
Our experimental design included an independent measure of subjects' dependence on the visual field. We reasoned that subjects who heavily rely on visual cues should be less, if at all impacted by weightlessness when solving the perspective-taking task. By contrast, we expected visuo-independent subjects, who presumably draw more heavily on vestibular cues to perform mental transformations, to be more affected by microgravity. We used the classic rod-and-frame test [43] to assess how much each individual subject was influenced by their visual field in perceiving the direction of gravity (Figure 6a ). Subjects were classified as either field-dependent (FD) or non field-dependent (NFD) according to the metric developed by [44] ; see Method). Based on this approach, we identified 4 (out of 11) subjects as being FD (Figure 6b ). We analyzed FD and NFD subjects' performance separately to test whether microgravity affected each group differently. Because sample sizes within both groups were small, we increased statistical power by grouping the two tilted perspective conditions before testing performance in 0g versus 1g. Consistent with what we had observed across all subjects, we found that NFD subjects were significantly faster at conditions involving a tilted perspective in 0g compared to 1g (Wilcoxon sign-rank test, p=0.01; Figure 6c ). For FD subjects, however, we did not find any evidence of improved performance in terms of RT between 0g and 1g (sign-rank test, p=0.64; Figure 6c ). As a control, we verified that both groups performed similarly in 0g and 1g in the grouped control conditions (sign-rank tests, p=0.23 for NFD, p=0.62 for FD). Taken together, these analyses provide evidence that the facilitation of egocentric transformation is selective to, or at the very least more pronounced in subjects that depend less on visual and more on vestibular cues. 
DISCUSSION
The effect of microgravity on spatial cognition is a long standing question in space neuroscience [4, [45] [46] [47] . Not only does this question matter for operational purposes, it is also key for understanding the role of gravity in fundamental cognitive processes such as mental imagery [6, 48] . Many studies in the past have attempted to characterize 0g performance in mental rotation tasks [16] . Results, however, remain highly equivocal, with some studies finding a facilitation in microgravity [21] [22] [23] , while others concluded in no effect [28] [29] [30] , or even a decline in performance [16, 31] . Moreover, the question of mental imagery in microgravity has almost exclusively been asked from a theoretical standpoint, employing relatively simplistic stimuli [31, 41, 42] . The goal of this study was therefore two-fold. First, we aimed to resolve the debate regarding the negative or positive impact of weightlessness specifically on perspective-taking [19, 49] . Second, we sought to characterize performance in an operationally-relevant setting much more likely to translate to real-world situations faced by astronauts.
Using a novel paradigm leveraging virtual reality aboard a parabolic flight, we found that weightlessness has a facilitatory effect on perspective-taking performance ( Figure 5 ) that is selective to rotations in the frontal plane (i.e., roll rotation around subjects' line of sight). Conditions that solely engaged rotations around the vertical axis (yaw rotation), on the other hand, were unaffected in 0g. It is worth mentioning that a similar effect has been previously reported in cosmonauts aboard the MIR station on a simpler mental object-rotation task [21] [22] [23] . Results of this study, however, were obscured by large individual differences within the cohort as well as significant learning effects throughout the experiment. Although we did observe learning in our task ( Figure  3 ), we controlled for this effect in two ways: (1) inflight 1g and 0g data were collected in a single experimental session and over rapidly alternating periods, thus minimizing the extent of learning [33] , and (2) postflight data collected on the ground were compared to inflight 1g data to ensure that performance was similar during and after the flight. Regardless, even if learning had occurred during the flight, this could not explain the facilitation observed in 0g, since the collection of inflight 0g data always alternated with inflight 1g data collection.
Why are mental rotations in the frontal plane selectively facilitated in 0g? One interpretation that has been put forth [21] [22] [23] relates to the idea of motoric embodiment [24, 50] . According to this framework, physical constraints including gravitational effects directly impact internal processes engaged in operations such as mental imagery [16] . Put simply, if a movement is physically impossible or difficult to perform in reality due to mechanical or other environmental constraints, then the process of imagining that same movement is equally laborious. For instance, when subjects are asked to mentally picture their hand rotating in directions not physically achievable, response times tend to differ greatly from more common movements [51, 52] . Along the same lines, subjects asked to take the perspective of an avatar respond faster when their own body is being rotated in the same direction as the mental rotation needed to achieve the desired perspective [53] .
These findings underscore the tight relationship between imagined and real actions [26] . In the case of microgravity, subjects evolve in an environment where they are free to float around the cabin. This releases the physical constraints on how their body can move in space, and rotations especially around an individual's front-back axis become "unsurprising". This effect may explain why in the present experiment response times were faster only on conditions requiring participants to mentally rotate themselves in the frontal plane. Despite the fact that participants were seated and loosely attached (hence unable to completely free-float), the mere absence of otolithic cues in 0g may have been sufficient to trigger facilitatory effects on mental rotations [16] . Indeed, previous studies have reported that astronauts perform similarly on a mental representation task while free-floating or while seated and attached [54] .
Alternatively, decreased reaction times in 0g might result from other less specific effects. In particular, sensorimotor changes in 0g have been repeatedly reported. For instance, drawings were performed faster in 0g compared to 1g [55] . If sensorimotor facilitation had occurred in the present experiment, reaction times in all test conditions, including the control conditions, should have been observed, but this was not the case. Further, static visual cues have been shown to affect embodiment and hence performance in an egocentric mental transformation task [38] . However, if this were also the case in the present study, a similar facilitation should have been observed in the shelf-tilt condition designed to match the relative orientation of the shelf with respect to the avatar. In addition, the fact that 0g impacted only a subset of experimental conditions in our task constitutes compelling evidence that the observed effects are not trivially explained by stress or other nuisance factors present during the parabolic flight [32, 56] . In fact, it has been shown that when participants are exposed to an acute laboratory stress while performing a virtual reality perspective-taking task, they respond on the contrary more slowly [32] . It is worth pointing out that, in the present study, we did not find any evidence of flight-induced changes in performance when comparing ground to inflight 1g data ( Figure 4 ). We attribute this observation to the highly immersive nature of the task which successfully isolated subjects from cabin disturbances.
Another insight gleaned from our results is the interaction between the effects of microgravity and visual reliance. As stated by [6] : "there are two general categories of individuals: those who come to rely on the visual verticals of the spacecraft to gauge their body orientation [field-dependent] and those who rely on the location of their feet for the direction of down [non field-dependent]. The former feel upright when they are aligned with the architectural verticals of the spacecraft with their head toward the 'ceiling', the latter feel upright regardless of their orientation to the spacecraft." Consistent with this qualitative dissociation, we indeed found that the facilitation of egocentric transformations in our task was more pronounced in non field-dependent subjects ( Figure 6 ), as determined by an independent Rod-and-Frame test [43] . These subjects likely rely more heavily on vestibular and haptic/proprioceptive cues compared to visual cues to assess verticality [1, 57] . It is therefore not entirely surprising that weightlessness, associated with the unloading of the vestibular system and the partial loss of haptic/proprioceptive feedback, would particularly influence their performance at the task.
What is the neural basis of the facilitation of egocentric mental rotation in microgravity? On Earth, spatial representations are deeply anchored to gravity via a multisensory process that integrates vestibular, proprioceptive and visual signals altogether [2] . Manipulating objects and reference frames [35] , as in the case of mental imagery, is therefore influenced by these interacting variables [58] . The involvement of the vestibular system in spatial cognition is particularly well-established [48] . For instance, vestibular stimulation is known to facilitate spatial judgments, especially in the case of own-body rotations [37, 53] . The parietal cortex may also play a critical role in the observed effects given its major contribution to multisensory spatial processing [59, 60] . Furthermore, gravity has been shown to modulate the neural representation of object tilt in the parietal cortex [61] , which may have solicited in the tilted perspective-taking conditions. However, the influence of microgravity on mental imagery likely involves a distributed network of brain regions, and remains to be fully characterized.
Regardless of its neural correlate, the selective improvement of performance we observe in 0g are likely to have direct implications for space operations. To our knowledge, no study has attempted to characterize the influence of microgravity on mental imagery in a realistic, collaborative setting. Virtual reality, which has previously been employed to investigate navigation and orientation abilities inside simulated spacecrafts [62, 63] , provides a rich yet highly controlled environment to recreate operational conditions close to real-life situations encountered by astronauts. This allowed us to assess for the first time the potential impact of weightlessness on crew interactions during a complex cooperative task. Our data suggest that perspective-taking abilities engaged during such interactions would not be negatively impacted by microgravity. If the present results were further confirmed, they would alleviate some of the human factors concerns regarding long-duration space missions, which will increasingly rely on the successful coordination of complicated tasks by large groups of agents.
